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BASIC TELEVISIO!i 

1. GENERAL 

1.01 This section is p~pared to familiarize 
service ~d maintenance personnel with 

the principles or operation or television 
station apparatus. Experienc~ with airnila~ 
services has demonstrated th~ value of know
ledge on the part of testroom personnel of 
the principles of operation of the customer's 
station apparatus. Such knowledge ~sists 
greatly in the making of quick and accurate 
analyses of reported trouble conditions and 
is reflected in improved plant results, better 
service to the customer, and more cordial 
customer relations. 

1.02 It is expected that a wide vari~ty of 
apgaratus designs wilJ be employed by 

customers for television transmission service. 
For this reason information 1n this section 
is not based upon any specific manufacturer's 
apparatus. The Mechanics. of image diasection 
and scanning are the foundation of the de
scriptive material. However, considerable 
attention is given to the essential components 
of a practical television system. Tbe princi
ples underlying the operation of several 
types of cathode-ray television tubes, scan
ning generators, DC restorers, etc., are 
presented in such fashion as to facilitate 
the lmderstandtnc of present and future de
vices used in the television industry. 

1.03 Televisi~n principles ar~ explained 
largely through the medium of visual 

devices, chiefly sketches, block diagrams 
and simplified theory schematics. A cood 
practical knowledge of' vacuum tubes and 
vacuum tube equipmant is asflumed. Experience 
1n telephone repeatars and telephone or tele
graph carrier systems and equipment is de
sirable. 

1.04 The matei·ial which follows 1a rerroduced 
in part from the· Lone; Lines P ant De

psrtmmt Trainins Course D-28, entitled "Basic 
Tel~vision". All drawincs have been assambled 
on pag~s following the text material. The 
nunber of the figure under discussion 1n the 
text has been indica ted on the DBre;in to the 
right or the applicable paragraph, for rapid 
cross-reference. 

I. Requirements for electrical transmission 
of visual information. 

A. Conversion into electrical 
energ;y. s. 

Figure 

l. Photoconductive type. (Selenium cell). 1 ~a) 
On~ of the earliest forms or ph~toelectric 
~ell consista of a double Grid of metal 
on which a thin layer of selenium is 
deposited to forn a conducting path be
tH.,en t.he grids. The resistance of the 
aol.,nium decreases with increase of the 
int.ans lty of UlUJr.ina tion. If the selenium 
cell is connected in series with a battery 
and a large value of r~sistance, the 
voJ_tag"' across the !'esistor is ~ouchly 
p:noporticnal to the tntensity of the light 
striklne tl~e selenium cell. 

2. Photovoltaie type. The photoelectric l(b) 
cell used in many photographic exposure 
meters consists of a layer of red cuprous 
oxide on a copper base and a thin, trans
parent film of gold, silver, or platinum 
over the cu~rous oxide. Licht transmitt~d 
by the transpar~nt metallic film ee•.1ses 
the oxide to emit electrons, zoore copiol•.sly 
on the illuminated side, gi,•ing the 
transpa~nt filM a negative ~barge with 
respect to the copper ba,se. A micro-
811JJ,.,ter cow'!lctad between the trans!)llrent 
film and the copper base will indicate 
current, in conventional 3Cnse, flowing 
from the copper to the ~~tallic film pro
!JOrtional to the illumination. The West
inghouse Photox cell is an example of this 
type of ce 11. Effec h• ::>lrn:i.l ar to these 
occur in the ·n.,ston Photronic cell, which 
enploys iron selenide on lron instead of 
cuprous oxide on copper. Si:-nllar cells 
employing dl!ferent llrr&!lGE'rnentl'l of these 
anrl many other active materials are nls~ 
used. 

3. Photoernissive type. The type of photo- 1 (c) 
electric cell used in telephotography and 
soun~-on-film reproduction consist8 of 
a thin layer of casium-silver-oxide on 
a sem~cylindrical silvar· plated support 
and & coaxialJy located cylindrical nickel 
rod, all enclosed in a glass bulb, usually 
"vacuated. Upon inci~ence of light, the 
ce:J!vm-silvP-r·-oxide releases electrons 
in somewhat the sace manner that the 
cathode in an ampl1.f ie r vacuum tube 
releases electrol"'-B when heated. Electrons 
e.!'e release~ at each point in proportion 
to the intensity of the 1.nc:tdent 11C}lt 
energy at that point. The electrode 
carrying the cesium-silver-oxide is 
called the photocathode and the rod 
electrortP is called the anode. If a 
battery is connectad throl~ a resistor as 
shown, and the voltas:e is high enough to 
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draw all the electrons to the anode as they are released, the 
voltage drop across the resistor is proportional to the intensity 
of illumination on the photocathode as a whole. This type of 
vacuum cell is relatively insensitive but may be employed at 
practically any frequency, is very stable, and will give faith
fully proportional conversion from light values to electrical 
values when properly used. 

B. Conversion of electrical energy into light. 

1. Incandescent lamp. Will not follow very rapid variations in volt
age because of thermal lag. 

2. Gaseous discharge tube (neon lights). A critical voltage must be 
exceeded for ionization of the gas; the tube does not have a 
linear conversion characteristic, and will follow voltage varia
tions up to only about 15,000 c.p.s., the frequency being limited 
by the de-ionization time of the gas. 

3. Fluorescent lamp. Employs screen of chemical substances (e.g,, 
zinc sulphide) which emits li~•t when bombarded by high-speed 
electrons. The response of this lamp to rapid variations of volt
age is limited only by the persistence characteristic of the 
luminous substance and can be adjusted by choice of material. No 
critical voltage is involved, and the conversion characteristic 
has no discontinuities and is approximately linear. 

C. Elementary television system. 

Figure 

1. An 1mase of the scene being televised is focussed on a photo- 2 
electric cell by an optional lens. The photoelectric cell is 
connected via an electrical transmission channel to a lamp. 
An imase of the lamp is focussed or. a screen. 

The system fails to work as desired. 

2. Observations: (a) The photoelectric cell delivers a voltage 
proportional to the 'total cathode illumination at any instant. 

(b) The elBctrical channel can deliver only 
one kind of information at a time, in terms of voltage (or 
current). 

Page 2 

(c) The distribution of light from the lamp is 
characteristic of the lamp alone, although the brilliance of tho 
lamp varies with the voltage received from the transmission 
channel. 
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(d) Net result: The brilliance of the lamp at the 
receiving point is proportional to the integrated or average scene 
brightness without resard to the distribution of light values in 
the scene. 

3. A flat (plane) black-and-white scene requires the specification 
of at least four quantities, viz; 

(a) The brightness at a point of interest in the 
scene; 

(b) and (c) The co-ordinates of this point (x and 
z, for example); -

(d) ~' if the brightness of the· point varies 
from instant to instant, as in a living scene. 

4. All three basic components (Fig. 2) of a television system are 
limited to the transmission of only two of the above four 
quantities at a time, whereas all four are necessary for the com
plete reproduction of a picture. 

D. Dissection. 

1. For the television of a point in the scene, only two kinds of 
information need be transmitted and reproduced; i.e., "how much" 
(quantity or amplitude) and "when" (time), because the brightness 
of the point is the same all over. All the basic components of 
the elementary television system are capable of handling these 
two items of information. 

Figure 

2. Therefore, a workable system 1IJAY be established if the scene is 3(a). 
dissected into minute areas or elements, eaph so small that the 
brightness is sensibly the same in every part of it, and a 
complete elementary television system is assigned to the exclusive 
transmission of brightness information of each such element. 

(E. g., the Schaefer Beer sign at Times Square, N.Y.) 4 
Such a system, illustrated in Fig. 4, is known as a parallel 
transmission television system. 

3. The optical system of the human body is·an example of a parallel 
television system. The nerve endings, or rods and cones, of 
the retina are connepted individually to separate fibers (trans
mission channels) of the optic nerve and each delivers to its 
nerve fiber a stimulus proportional to its ave~ illumination. 
The image formed by. the crystalline lens is thus broken up into 
elements the size of the nerve endings. For this reason, the 
smalleAt object that can be seen by the naked eye (resolving 
power) corrt"sponds to the size of the rods ,nd cones of the retina. 

Page ~ 
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The fibers terminate in the brain of a geometric order corres
ponding to that of the nerve endings to which they are joined. 

Figure 

4. The reproduction of a televised sc~ne by such a system consists 3(b) 
of an aggregation of minute areas, each of uniform brightness 
but generally differing.in brightness from one another. 

S. The omaller the size of the elements and thua the greater the 
number ~f elements into wnich the scene is dissected, the closer 
will be the correspondence between the scene and the reproduction. 
To meet modern standards, there must be about 288,000 elements. 
The~e in turn would require 2881 000 complete elemental television 
systems. Obviously, this type of system is unsuitable for trans
mission over any but the very shortest distances. 

6. Instead of having a separate television system for each scene S 
element, a single television system may be used if means are 
provided for assigning it to the scanning, transmission and re
production of all the elemental areas of the scene, taken one 
at a 'time, in rapid succession. If the scanning and reproduction 
of all the elements is completed in l/30 of a second and this 
process is continually repeated, the eye of the observer at the 
receiving end of the system will see the reproduction as a con
tinuous presentation. Note that· t~A instantaneous posi tiona of 
the scanning device and the reproducing device must correspond. 
Means for synchronization must be provlded. Such a system, 
Amploying a single set of the three basic parts of a television 
system, together with means for assigning them to the individual 
scenA elements in rapid succession, is known as a successive 
transmisston television system. All modern television systems 
employ this principle. 

E. Scanning. 

1. It is difficult and unnecessary to make the scanning device jump 6(a) 
from element to element. Approximately the same results are 
obtained if the scanning device itself is made to have an area of 
view, or aperture, correspondlng to the size of a scene element 
and passes smoothly over one elemental area after another until 
the entire scene is scanned. 

2. To simplify control of the motion of the scann1ng device, it is 
made to move in parallel lines across the scene 1 the width of the 
lines corrAepox!ding to the height of the aperture. The entire 
scene is thus scanned in a series of parallel lines. 
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Fisure 

3. The instantaneous positions of the scanning aperture and the S(b) 
reproducing aperture must correspond. The instantaneous brie;ht-
ness of the reproducing aperture corresponds to the instantaneous 
average illumination of scanning aperture. 

4. Nipkow disc scanning system. An image of the scene is formed on 7 
a rotating disc by an optical lens. The disc has holes arranged 
in a spiral at approx~tely equi-angular distances around tho 
periphery of the disc. The radial distance between the holes is 
equal to the width of a hole. A limiting aperture it~~ placed over 
the disc so that the image is limited to a definite size corres
ponding ln width to a peripheral distance between holes in the disc 
and in height to th& width of the spiral. Behind the disc is a 
photoelectric cell connected to the electrical transmission channel. 
At the receiving end of the channel is a neon lamp, covered by a 
similar disc, limiting aperture, and optical le~ (if reproduced 
image is to be enlarged). The discs at both terminals rotate in 
synchronism. Light from the scene is admitted to the photo
electric cell only through the hole at a time. The holes act as 
scanning apertures and serve to dissect the scene into elements. 
~t the receiving terminal, the observer sees light only through 
the hole in the disc which is in a position corresponding to that 
of sca1 ning aperture, Since light is admitted through only one 
hole at a time, the rotation of the disc at the transmitting 
terminal is equivalent to making an aperture scan the entire area 
of the Beene in a series of parallel lines. The reproduction of 
the scene at the receiving terminal is accomplished in a similar 
manner. Among the many drawbacks of this system is th~ very low 
optical efficiency. Since the holes must be small to provide 
acceptable resolving power (reproduction of small details of the 
scene), very little of the lisht reflected by the scene is re
ceived by the photoelectric cell at any one time. 

5. The Flzing epot system was developed to provide greater optical 8 
efficiency. This system uses rotating scanning discs as above, 
the entire receiving terminal equipment being identical. At the 
transmitting terminal, a bank of photoelectric cella views the 
scene continuously. The scene is illuminated only by a sharply 
defined beam of lisht which is transmit-ted through the aperture 
of the scanning disc. The photoelectric cells receive light from 
only the small area of the scene illuminated at any instant by 
the "flying npot" of light. The spot of light on the scene serves 
as the scanning aperture and scene dissector. Because all the 
light reflected by the scene is received by the photoelectric 
cells, the optical efficiency of this system is much greater. 
However, the system is limited in use to indoor scenes only, 
where illum..1.nation ia und.Ar the complete control of the operator. 
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6. All systems employing mechanical means of scene dissection and 
scanning suffer tram mechanical difficulties involved 1n high
speed rotation and synchronization of bulky equipment. 

Fisure 

7. Modern television systems use electron beams which, consisting 9 
of minute particles, have so little inertia that they can be 
moved back and forth at tremendously high speeds without d.ift'icu.lty. 
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II Television Tubes and Associated Circuits. 

A. Formation of Electron Beams. Electron Gun. 

1. Electrons are released by an indirectly heated cathode 
similar to that of a radio vacuum tube. The cathode con
sists of a. metal cylinder (of the order of 1/ 8" diam. ) 
with a coating of active material {barium or strontium 
oxide, etc.) on tho And and a heater filament inside. 

2. If the cathode is placed in vacuum and heated and a battery 
is connected between it and another electrode, the latter 
being connected to positive pole, the electrons released 
from the cathode are accelerated toward the other electrode 
{anode). 

3. If a baffle plate with a small aperture is placed in front 
of the cathode in tho attempt to form a fine beam of elec
trons, it will be found that mutual repulsions among the 
electrons will cause the beam to spread. out away from the 
cathode. 

Figure 

10 

4. The motion of the electrons may be influenced by electric 11 
fields. In the s~a~e surrounding a pair of bodies of 
opposite electric charse is a field of force- similar to 
the magnetic field surrounding the opposite poles of a horae
shoe magnet. The lines of electric force, or electric flux, 
show the path which an individual electron would tend to 
take if placed in the electric field. An electro~proach
ing the electric field at constant velocity would tend to 
follow alone a line of force and will be accelerated toward 
the positive charge. ~bmentu.m due to initial velocity and 
to acceleration will prevent ita actually following any 
line of force, but ita path of motion will be deflected in 
the direct~on of the lines of force toward the positive 
charse. The amount of deflection will depend on the initial 
velocity and the strength and direction of the electric field. 

5. Electric flux may be arransed to direct electrons as 12 
desired by proper choice of electrode shapes, spacings, 
and potentials. Two cocxial conducting cylinders connected 
to opposite poles of battery will set up electric flux 
linea as shown by the fine dotted linea in Fig. 12. Elec
trons approaching from the le:ft will be accelerated in the 
direction of the flux. Electrons on the axis will continue 
to move in straight line. Those not on the axis will be de-
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fleeted toward the axis as shown 'hy dashed lines. By 
choice of batter.y voltase and initial electron velocity, 
the electron paths may all be made to intersect a speci
fied point on the axis. Because of this focussina action, 
electrodes in this arre.."lgement are called an "electric 
electron lens". 

6. The source of an electron beam is called an electron gun. 
The oleotric type of gun consists of a eathode and an 
electron lens with an additional baffle electrode in front 
of the cathode which pr~Tides a means of control of the 
electron density like the grid 1n an amplifier vacuum tube. 
The electron sun shown ln Fig. l3 has baffle plates within 
the lens cylinders to help sharpen the beam and prevent 
same secondary emission effects. 

Figure 

7 • An electron travelling in space is influenced by a masnet• 14 
ic field like a conductor c~inG a current. By Flem!n81 s 
rifl}lt-hand rule, an electron movine perpendicularly to 
magnotic flux lines (6qu1valent to a current in the opposite 
direction) will experie~ce a force perpendicular both to 
tho direction of motion and tlle direction of masnetic flux. 
This fact is used in the "masnetio electron lens 11

1 as shown 
in Fig. 15. 

8. As shown, the elementary electron sun cons~sts of a cathode 15 
and accelerating anode in the form of a baffle with a cen-
tral hole. Acceleration due to the electric flux causes 
the electrons near the axis to shoot throuGh the hole 1 the 
other electrons being stopped, Current throu.sh the coe.xial 
coil sets up magnetic flux parallel to the axis. Electrons 
travelling parallel to the axis do not cut across :flux lines 
and so ere not affected. However, electrons tenttins to di• 
verse fran a parallel path have a component of velocity per
pendicular to the flux lines. By Fl.em1Jls' s rule 1 t11ese 
electrons are uraed to move 1n a direction perpendicular to 
the figure (in addition to forward direction), \·Then an elec-
tron begins to move in this direction it asain is urged to 
move perpendicular to its normal direction, etc. As a result, 
the electron path becc:mes a spiral of helix tangent to the 
axis. The helix touches the axis at points depending on the 
initial forward velocity and the strength of the magnetic 
field. Vi~·red along the axis 1 the electron paths look like 
circles o:f' dif:ferBnt diameters (depending on relative devi-
ations from parallelism) all touching the axis at the same 
point. Thus 1 a magnetic :f'iold may be usod to make all elec-
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trona leaving the sun co.e tosetber at the desired point. 

9. Beam diameters at the target plene are obtained of the 
order of 0,005 inch and smaller. ~rn television tubes 
are all hish vacuum t;ypes, but som low pressure saD filled 
tubes are occasionall7 used in oscillograph work. The 
sas assi~ts in focussing the beam, 

B. Electric Deflection ot Electron Beams. 

Figure 

1. Electron beams formed as 1n II A 1/JAY be bent or deflected 16 
by similar applications or electric or magnetic lines of 
force. If ·parallel .conducting plates are connected to a 
source of electric cbsrge, electric flux is set up perpen• 
dicular tq the plates. An electron beam directed between 
the charsed plates will be deflected toward the positive 
plate by an acount proportional to the strength of the elec-
tric field (i.e., voltaee difference between the plates). 
The amount of deflection is inversely proportional to the 
velocity of the electrons, and, therefore, inversely pro-
portional to the accelorating voltage. The averase deflec-
tion sensitivity is of the order of 1 inch on the target 
plano per 100 to 300 volta difference between the defleo· 
tion plates. 

2. (a) With deflection plates at the same potential (i.e., 17 
zero voltage between plates), the beam is undefleoted and 
strikes target plano at a. certain point. 

(b) AppUcation ot voltase between the plates causes a de· 
flection of the beam toward the left (for example). 

( c} Reversal of the voltase on the plates then .,auees a de· 
deflection toward the right. 

(d) The beam is made to traverse a target from lett to 
risht at a uniform rate of speed by applyins between the 
deflection plates a voltage of polarity as in (b} above 
and 1/JAld.ng this voltage decrease at a unifom rate (volta 
per second) to zero and t}leln increase, with reversed polar-
1 ty, at the same uniform rate. Having reached the extreme · 
position toward the ril3ht 1 the beam is returned to the start-
ing position at the left by a rapid chanse of voltage be
tween the defleotins plates to the starting value. The time 
taken to ·retum the beam, or "tly-back" time, is equal to 
the time 1'1"11,uired tor the voltase to change. The name of 
"sawtooth voltage" comes from. the appearance of the curve 

18 
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of deflection·voltase plotted versus ttme. The beam makes 
one excursion from le.t't to right (or vice versa) and back 
in each cycle of the sawtooth wave. 

Figure 

3. One pair of deflection plates (fiXed 1n vertical planes) is 
provided to give horizontal defl&ctionJ or sweep, of the 
beam. Another pair of deflection plates is set at ri~1t 
angles +.o the first paJ.r to give vertical aweep. Simul
taneous application of sawtooth voltases, ot t~quency f to 
the vertical deflection plates and frequency nf to the hori- 19 
zontal deflection plates causes the beam to make n horizon-
tal sweeps for each vertical sweep. 'I'he beam, therefore, 
traces ~ parallel lines on the target plane during each 
cycle of the vertical sawtooth wave. In Fig. 19, the solid 
lines are traced during the scanning time intervals tHs 
and the dotted lines during the flyback inte~als, taF 
of the horizontal sweep voltage. The dashed line, ha., occurs 
when th~ vertical flyback period, tVF coincides wit~the 
horizontal flyback period. 

4. Practical ctreuits for generating sawtooth waves use a 20 
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principle based on charging and discharging a condenser. 
In Fig. 20, for example, when switch S is opened, condenser 
£. is charged by current flowing through the high resistance 
R. The voltage, ~~ across the condenser rises from zero 
expotential~ as shown by the dotted curve ~· When§ is 
closed, the condenser discharges through the low resistance 
£• (Battery! is, in effect, short-circuited.) If~ is 
closed when e is only a amall fraction of E, the portion of the 
curve OB is substantially straight. By rejj¥,ving the DC com
ponent-or the volta~ wave (by use of condenser or trans
former coupling), a close approximation to the sawtooth waves 
of Fig. 18 may be obtained. In practice, automatic devices 
take the place of switch s, the basic circuit remaining as 
in Fig. 20. 

(a.). The high-vacuum triode in Fig. 21 is norue.lly biased to 21 
cut-off so that no current flows from the plate to the cath-
ode. Steep positive driving pulses are applied at point ! 
periodically to drive the grid ~sitive and make the tube 
act like a small resistance (equivalent to r in Fig. 20) be-
ing periodically switched across the condenser. Thus the 
condenser is alteznately charged through a high resistance 
and discharged .through a low resistance to produce voltage 
wave as in F1g. 20. The driving pulses are often derived 
from a "blocking oscillator'' shown in Fig. 22. This is a 22 
feedback oscillator with close coupling between the plate 
and the grid through the transformer !· £. is a ~rge 
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capacitance, S is a large resistance. The circuit starts 
to oscillate when operat:ing voltages .are applied. Feed
back voltage to the gt-id is so large as to drive grid posi
tive, cause DC current to flow in the grid circuit, and 
charge C as shown. R is so large that the condenser c· is 
discharSe<l only slowly. The accumulated charga on the 
condenser biases the tube to cut-off and prevents :further 
activity until the charge leaks off through R,·at which 
time oscillation again commences and the cycle of events 
is repeated. Condenser voltage eo is obtained as shown. 
The pulse repetition rate 1 or frequency, is determined by 

. the time constant, RC. The sharpness of the pW.ses is 
determined by the resonant frequency of the transformer, 
the higher the resonant frequency the sharper the pulses. 
The frequency may be synchronized by the insertion of a 
small voltaao of the desired frequency at l and the adjust
ment of R and C 'bo make the unsynchronized or natural fre
quency sligh.tl,y lower than desired. The synchronizing volt
age then acts by speeding up the instant at which the grid 
bias is reduced to a value which allows oscillation to re
COIIlDiencs. 

The oscillator JJJB.Y' be synchronized by a synchronizing volt
age -of tvo 1 three or any integr:oal multiple of the natural 
oscillator frequency. In such cases, the positive half of 
ever.r second or third, etc. cycl.e of the synchronizing volt
age occurs at the correct :i.nsta..'"lt to hasten recomm.encement 
of oscillaticm. The other cycles have no effect. Thus 1 

the. oscillator frequency ma:y be "locked in" with the higher 
synchronizing frequency. 

Pulses obtained fran blocking oscillator are :fed to ter
minals ~ o:f sawtooth generator of Fig. 21. 

Figu;re 

(b). A self-excited sawtooth oscillator J'JJIJ.Y' be obtained 23 
fran Fig. 21 by replAcing, the high-vacu1.m1 tube with a EJLS-
filled. arc-discharge tube, a"' in Fig. 23. 

Plate current does not flow in this tube until the plate
cathode voltage 1 which is the oame as the condenser voltage 
in this case, exceeds a critical value determined by the 
grid bias. At this value o:f "'.late-cathode voltageJ called 
the "ignition" voltage, the ~a beccmea ionized and the 
tube acta like a short-circuit between plate and cathode. 
Having becane ioniz.,d, the sas remains ionized until the 
plate-cathode voltage :falls to a relatively low "extinc
tion" voltage, at which time the tube returns to its origi
nal non-conducting state. 
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In the circuit of Fig. 23 1 the tube initially is non-can
ductizl8, Condenser £ 1s charged through the resistance !!1 
making voltage ! 1 and consequently the plate-cathOde voltage 1 

rise exponentially. l-lhen ! reaches the value ei the 1sni· 
tion voltaGe detArmined by the grid bias, the gas is ionized 
and the tube acto llko a ahort-circui t across c. The con
denser voltage ;fe.llo rapidJ.¥ to the valuo ee 1 the ext inc· 
tion voltage (usually indopendent ot grid voltage -- de
pends on tubo d.osisn) • The tube returns to the non-ionized 
non-conducting state 1 and the cycle repeats. 

Tho repetition rato or :f'roquency is govemed by tho RC time 
constant 1 tho Grid bias, fll'lC1 tho plAto supp13' volta.sO;' 1n 

Figure 

order o:f' rela:t;ive imlY.'rtanc~. Isnition occurs ~t lower 24 
values of plate voltage for lower (less JlS(}!tive) values 
of grid voltaGe• Therefore, it the :natural frequency is 
slightly below that dosired1 the ·insertion at x ot a small 
voltage of the dosirest. :frequoney or an 1nteare.I multiple 
of thO desired frequency 1 will cause synchronization by 
spoeding up the instant of 1snition 1n each cycle. 

(c). Note that for the rise of voltage to be linear 1 the 
maximum voltage attained must be small in ccmparison with 
tho battery voltage E. Since t)le deflection sensitivity 
of a deflection plate system irl canpe.ra.tively small ( 100 to 
300 volts per inch) 1 the sawtooth waves obtained fran the 
above sources ~ requiro amplification. .Since a saw
tooth waw is equivalent to the sum of an infinite series 
of harmonics of tha :f'undamental sine wave 1 amplifiers tor 
this purpose must meet rigid requirements as to linearity 
of amplitude and phase characteristics. 

Linear rise ot condonser voltace mq ·be obtained by replac
ing R with a device which koeps the current flowing throush 
it cOnstant. Then the increaso of. charge on C and the 
corresponding increase of ! 1-rill be linear. A pentode 
vacuum tube is such a device. To facilitate its use, the 25 
basic circuit of Fig. 21 or Fig. ?.3 is modified sliglltl1' 
b7 chanSinG R to the othor side ot the plate battery 1 as 
1n Fig. 25 (a). Fig, 25(b) shows n pentod.G vacuum tube re-
placing~· 

c. Maptic Deflection of Electron Beems. 

1. Moving electrons may be deflected fran their normal paths 
by magnotic fields as indicated 1n II A 7 • For linear de· 
flection of en electron boem1 maJnetic deflection coils 26 
lllfLY' be erranaed to produce a magnetic field (of limited 
extent) porpondicular to the normal direction of the 
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Figure 

electron beam. Then the deflection of the beam vill be 27 
perpendicular to the plane defined by the normal direc-
tion of the beam and the direction of the magnetic field 
(and f therefore 1 parallel to the plans of the coil wind-
ingeJ. 

2. The amount of deflect-ion is proportiCil8.1 to the strenGth 
of the magnetic field. Therefore, linear deflection of 
the beam is obtained by li.Mar variation of the ma@l.etic 
field strength, which in turn is obtained by linear or 
sawtooth variation ot the current through the deflection 28 
coils. If the coils have considerable inductance as well 
as resistance. (as 1n the low.;.frequoncy vertical sweep 
circuit) a canplex impressed voltage is required to pro-
duce a sawtooth CUlTent. Thus 1 assume a sawtooth wavo of 
current through a resistance and an inductance in series. 
The voltage across the resistance is in phase w1 th and 
proportional to the CUlTent. Tho voltage across the induc• 
tanco is proportional to tho rate of cha.nge 0:f the cu.r:mnt 
and is constant whml the current is changing at a constant 
rate. The direction of the voltage across the inductance 
depends on whether the current is increasing or decreasing. 
Tho sum of the vcltases across the resistance and tho in-
ductance is the impressed voltaBe required tc givo tho saw-
tooth current wavo. 

3. Circuits for generating the voltage wave required for 29 
magnetic deflection systems are basically the samo as those 
for electric deflection. Note that the fundamental circuit 
of Fig. 29 in same as FiB• 20 with tho addition of the 
,,.peaking" ronistor, ~· As in Fi13. 20 1 !! is a high resis-
tance 1 !: is a low resistance 1 reprosJnting the minimum ob-
tainable resistance when an electronic device is used in 
place of the switch, ~· 

Assume S closed and condonser C uncharged. Assume S opens 
at tiMe t::O. Sinco c is uncharged, it manerttaril.y does 
not oppose the :flow of current through R and R', so that 
the voltaBO e is the BtUlle as that across R' alone. However, 
!!, and !!' are -in seriea across ~~ so that the voltaae across 

R• at instant when S opens is r R' l .E, as shown. Sub-

~ 
aoquently, f. beccmes charged, s('l that the voltage£ ris'3s 
oxponential..ly. However, at timo t1, S is cloaod al?llin, 
effectivelY shorting out E through R because of the low 
resistance r. Heanwhilo,-Q has been charged to a. voltago 
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approximately equal to e 0 • The closing of S places R' 
!lll.d r in aeries across C so that the voltasi a is thit 
acrose r. Therefore, at the instant of closj£g S the 
voltage -changes frcm tbe value e 0 to approximately 

~ e 0 aa shown. _!! remains closed after t1 allow:tns 

£ to discharge exponontial.l.y, as shown, until t2, at 
which time §. again opms and tho process is repeated. 

If the DC component 18 removed, the similarity of the volt
age wave of Fig. 29(b) to that of Fig. 28(d) is apparent. 

Figure 

In practice, a vacuum tube supplied with positive pulses 30 
of the desired frequency takes the place of the switch, 
s, as in Fig'. 30, or a 1olt excitod generator is obtained 
by the use of a gas tube. 

D. Image Dissector. 

1. The tmage dissector is one of the simpler types of tele
visi-on camera tubes. It is characterized by low l.ight 
sensitivity and freedm from spurious sisnal effects. It 
is now used only for transmission from motion picture film, 
where the light level can be maintained at a very high 
value. 

2. As shown in Fig. 31, an image of the scene is fonnod by an 
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optical lone on the surface of a photo-cathode inside an 31 
evacuated glass tube. The photo-cathode is a coating of 
silvor-cesium-oxido an a conducting plate. The photo-
cathode releases electrons fr~ various points on its our-
face in proportion ·to tho strength of the incident light. 
An electric field sot up by the battery ~' between the photo
cathode a,••1d ari accelerator anode coated on the glass wall 
causes the photo-electrons to be accelerated away fram th~ 
photo-cathode. The coating has a window for the passage 
of liGht. A focussing coil sets up a magnetic field which 
prevents the electrons scattering frcm mutual repulsions. 
The result is a stream of electrons from the photo-cathode 
in which the distribution of electrons over the cross
section is proportional to distribution of light energy in 
the optical in:age. This stream of electrons is lalmm as 
an "electron imase". 

i 
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3. All the elctrons moving down the tube are collected by 
the accelerator anode and prevented from further activity, 
except those which enter the small aperture, A. These 
electrons strike electrode 1, and in giving up their 
kinetic encrar cause the emission of several times as meu~ 
electrons (secondary emission) • The latter electrons in 
turn strike electrode 2 where asain several electrons are 
released by the energy given up by each incident electron. 
This process of electron multiplication is repeated until 
at the collector there are approximately 100,000 electrons 
for each electron ontering at A. These electrons passing 
through R cause a voltage which constitutes the signal. 

4. Sawtooth currents through the horizontal deflection coils 
DID. and DH2 and the vertioll!.l deflection coils (latter net 
sh!J\-m) cause the electron image to sweep horizontally and 
vertically. The effect is the same as leaVing the electron 
ilnage stationary and eveeping the aperture A, instead. In 
this manner~ tl~ electron tmase is dissected and scanned. 
A signal voltage is obtained which is proportional to the 
brightness of the optical image at the point whoso elec-

' tronic counterpart is being scanned. The smallest picture 
element is the same size (apprax.) as the a~erture, A. If 
the illumination of the photo-~athcde is uniform, a constant 
flow of electrons takes place into the multiplier and a 
constant (:OC) voltage is obtained across R. 

Iconoscope. 

1. The Iconoscope is the prototype of modern camera tubes 
using the charge storage principle. It has a hisher light 
aenoitivity than the image dissector, but this, too, is 
low by preoent standards. It requires illumination equiva
lent to direct sunlight and a large aperture, long focus 
optical lens. It is prone to spurious shading effects. 

Figure 

2. The ~conoscope employe a beam of electrons for imaoe dis- 32 

section and scanning. The beam is formed by an electron 
gun of the electrically focussed type plac~d in the side 
arm of the evacuated glass tube. Mie;netic deflection coila 
are usually used for ('m·ecpin~ the beam horizontally and 
vertically. 'fhe beam scanA the surface of an imaBe plate, 
as shown. 

3. Th~ image plate consists of a thin insulatL~ support 
(mica) with a conducting caRting on the rea1~ aide, called 
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the '8iBM-l plate", which is connected to the external 
circuit. The front surfa~e is covered with the "mosaic". 
The mosaic consists of tin;r particles (up to .0002 inch 
diam.), of cesium-si1V3r•ax1de, close together but insulat
ed frcm one anoti1er. Thus, the traru:verse resistance of 
the mosaic is very high. Also, because the support is 
thin, the c~pacitanoc between each particle of mosaic and 
the signal plate is conaiderable (nat capacitance = apprax. 
100 rrrmf/ cm.2 ) • 

4. The collector anode ecne18ts of a conducting coat ins on 
the inside walls of the tube 1n front. of the mosaic. 

5. An extt~rnal lens fa:rJd an optical image of the scene on 
the mosaic. 

6. Assume the acanning bea not present. The incidencQ of 
light then causes the mosaic particles to emit electrons 1 

which are attracted to and removed by the collector anod~. 
Since the olectr0n em1~a10D bY mQSaic particles is pro
portional to the incidl1nt light intensity, the mosaic 
acquires a distribution of positive charge over its sur
face corresponding to the variation of briB}ltness in the 
optical image. 

7 • Electrons continue to be em1 tted from the mosaic particles 
as long as particles are ill\uninated (assuming collector 
is maintained at sufficiently high potential to remove 
the emitted electrons and prevent space charge effects). 
Therefore, the cliDrge on each illuminated particle con
tinues to build up as long as the illumination persists. 
The charge configuration of the mosaic surface is main
tained b~cause of the high transverse resistance of mosaic. 

8. 1Then the scanning beam sweeps over a mosaic J?('.rticle which 
has acquireCI. a positive charae by photoemission, it would 
seem t~~t the beam fur.ctions as a commutator, discharging 
the particle D.l"'.d causing a current to flou in the external 
circuit of t.ha si~l plate by virtue of the capacitive 
couplins. 

9. However, the action is more complex, since thore ia evi
dence that the GCanninG beam cannot conduct current in the 
usual ser.se (resistance of beam is practically infinite -
chango cf lOOOV. in potential of target produces no change 
in tho beam c\U'ri9nt at the electron (3Ull) • 'l'ho impact of 
the bean1 electrons causes secondary emission of electrons 
frcm the particle in an amount inversely proportional to 
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the initial charge. This chance 1n ~harge of the particle 
causes the curront in tho signal plate circuit by virtue 
of the capacitive coupling. 

10. Sam~ of tho secondary electrons are attracted to and re
moved by the collector anode. The roma.ind11r are attracted 
to and absorbed by positively c~ged areao of mosaic and 
thus tend to neutralize the chargos resulti~ from photo
emission. Also, as the.scanning process is continued, elec
trons released by secondary omission· contin1.te to shower down 
on the mosaic st1rface. Tho distribution of this shower is 
not uniform and it va:::-ies with tho illumination. Therefore, 
it gives rise to spurious signals and shadings in the tele
vised picture which require special corroctivo measures. 

11. In addition, the electric fiold is not sufficiently intense 
to dra'"' avay frcm the mosaic all the electr'lls released by 
light energy. Scmo of these electrons l~eturn to the mosaic, 
so tha.t the net chargos developed are not as sreat as expect
ed. 

12. The efficiency o~ the Iconoscopo is, therefore, very much 
less than the simple theory of paragraphs 7 and 8 would indi
cate. Tho practical efficiency is only 5 to 10 percent. 

1.3. Assume that the mosaic illumination is uniform. Assume, 
also, that the scanning boam, while s\.,eeping, is in contact 
with any ono elemental area long enou@l to discharge it 
ccmpletely (the charge on the aroa h.1.ving increased at a 
uniform rate since tho preceding discharge), Then there 
is a transfer of electrons in the external circuit away 
from signal plate. Hew over, d"..U"ing the same interval, the 
remining elemental areas of mosaic are discharging electrons 
and causing a transfer of electrons in external circuit to
uard the siGilB.l plate. This action gees on continually 
during the scanning process, the action of scanning beam 
causing a tran13fer of electrons away from tho plate and the 
action of the licht causing a transfer of electrons toward 
tho signal plato. Further N18.lysis shows that the rates o:f 
transfer of electrons in the bro directions are equal. The 
net result is that no signal current :flows in· the external 
circuit when the mosaic is uniformly illuminated. Sie;nal 
current flovrs in the oxtenlal circuit only ,.,hen the illumina
tion of the mosaic ·differs from point to point. Hence, the 
signnl frcm the Iconoscope-type tubos is proportional to the 
element-by-element varlations in bri3htness :fro:rr. the average 
or backcround bri~1tnoos o:f tho scene. 

Fiqure 
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14. A simpler v1ew of the mechanism by which the Iconoscope
type tube is prevented from deliver~ng a signal represent
ing the average scene brightness if the following: Since 
every scene has some degree of average brishtness, no matter 
how small, the external circuit would be called upon to con
duct electrons contirLU&lly toward the signal plcte; however, 
since the signal plate has no other connection, the charge 
on the signal plate cannot increase indefinitely but must 
stabilize at some averase V.lue about which instantaneous 
variations may take place upWard. or downward. 

F. Image Iconoacope. 

l. Developed from tha Iconoacope, the Image Iconoscope has a 
higher liGht sensitivity and can be used successfully with 
moderate studio illumination. 

2. It ~onsists essentially of an Iconoacope plus an "electron 
telescope", as in the Int.ee Dissector, to convert the opti
cal image to an electron ilzlas&. 

3. Tbe photocathode is a sendtraneparent conducting ~er of 
photoemissive material (cesi~-silver-ox"ide) on the glass 
wall. An image of the scene is formed by an optical lens 
on the photo-cathode. Since the light penetrates to the 
inner surface of the photo-cathode, electrons are released 
from the photo-cathode in proportion t.o the illumination at 
each point. These electrons are accelerated toward the 
mosaic and the distribution of the electrons in the stream 
is maintained by an electron lens cons~sting of IDage Anode 
#l and a conducting coating on the glass wall. A magnetic 
electron lena may be used instead. 

4. The electron image is brought to focus on the DrJsaic. 
This mosaic is no't required to be photoemissive and is, 
therefore, of different construction than in the Iconoscope. 
It consists of a thin sheet of insulating material backea 
by a sinsle plate, such as thin mica sheet with a conduct
ing coating, or a thin layer of china clay baked on a metal 
plate. The insulating material must have a high secondary 
emission ratio. 

5. The impact of t:>~ach photo-electron of the electron image 
cauaes the release of several secondary electrons from the 
DrJsaic surface. The secondary electrons are attracted to 
the collector coating and are reDrJved. A distribution of 
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positive charge is thus built up on the mosaic surface 
corresponding to the brightness distribution in the 
optical image. 

6. ScanTling or the msaie b7 the scanning beam causes gen
eration of a signal in the signal plate oircui t as in th~ 
Iconoscope. Intens1ty of charge on mosaic is increased 
by the strong accelerating field directly in front of the 
photo-cathode and by the high secondary emission ratio 
of the mosaic. The signal eurrent and ·voJ..tage are, therefore, 
much greater than in the loonoscope. Placing the photo· 
cathode at the end of the tube allows the use of a short
focus optical lens, whioh ia cheaper and provides greater 
depth of focus in the telertaed image. The greater sensi
tivity of the Ioonosoope permits the use of' a smaller aper
ture optical lens. 

7. Like the ioonoscope, the~ iconoscope suffers from 
spurious shadings and reduction of' efficiency by secondar,y 
emission caused b7 ~he impact of the scanning electrons. 

G. Orthicon. 

1. The orthicon resulted_from the attempt to avoid the second
ary emission which causes spurious signals by the use of 
law velocity electron beams for scanntng. It ie character
ized by high signal-to-mask (noise, spurious signals) ratio 
and theoretically 1~ efficiency; bas been used success
fully at ordinary levels of illumination; does not g1 ve as 
eood definition of picture detail as other types of tubas. 

2. low velocity electrons used fqr sc~s must approach the 
target at right angles. Then, if the target bas a positive 
charge, the electrons are absorbed; if the target has a 
negative charge or is unchai'ged, electrons are not absorbed 
but are accelerated in the direction from which they come. 

Bowev~r, if low velocity e1ectrons approach the target 
obliquely 1 they are accelerated toward or away from target 
but not in the direction of approach. The result is a 
blurring of detail and distortion. The orthicon is designed 
to keep the scanning beam perpendicular to the target at all 
times while scanning takes place. 

Figure 

34(a) 
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3. The scanning beam electrons are given velocities corre
sponding to an accelerating potential of about 25 volts 
at the electron ~' (as compared with 1000 volts tn the 
Iconoscopea). Focussing is ma~t1c, the entire tube 
being immersed in a longitudinal magnetic field. Because 
the electron velocity is low the electrons tend to move 
in tight helical paths whose a.!tee ere magnetic lines of· 
force. 

Fiaure 

4. Magnetic deflection for sweeping the beam is accomplished 34(b) 
by adding a transverse field due to current in the deflect-
ing coils. The lcngitudinal field is distorted, as a re-
sult, in the vicinity of the deflecting coils, as sho\ln in 
Fig. 34(b). Therefore, the electrons travel in paraxial 
paths except in the Ticinity of the deflecting coils. On 
emerging from the influence of the deflecting coila, the 
electrons resumo their pe.rax1al path and approach the target 
perpendicularly. The forward veloci t~ of the electro."'ls is 
unaffected. Note that the deflection of the bea.n1 in this 
case is perpendicular to the plane of the deflecting coils, 
( Cf. II C.: 1.) 

5. Electric deflection of the beam is illustrated in Fig. 34(c). 
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When tbe voltage between the deflecting plates is zero, an 
electron passes between A and B without deviation. vlhen 34( c) 
the upper plate is positive, the electron is first deflect-
ed upward; in moving upward, it mcves acroAs magnetic field 
and is, therefore, ·deflected to the side and scmewrAt down-
ward. Thm, again moving across the ma()netic field, the 
electron is ~gain accelerated at right ancles to its intend-
ed motion. Thin e.ction and reactior.. continue until the 
influence of the electric field cvercct;,es the tendency of 
the electron to move downward, at uhi~h tiD".e the cycle is 
repeated. lHth oach repeated cyci~, the electron moves 
further tO"vard the side of the cleflecticn plates until it 
emerges at C moving in a path parallel to the original path 
but displaced frcre it. The fon{ard velocity of the electron 
is ur~ffected and the electron approaches·the target perpen
dicularly. Note that the deflection of electrons in this 
case is parallel to the plane of deflecting plcitee. (cr. II B 1) 
Note also that the plates must be as :wide a.s the distance 
over which the electron beam is tc he swept. 

The Orthicon illustrated in Fig. ~4(a) uses electric hori
zontal and ~t-.to V6l"f-.1r.'tl ~efle~t.i('n. 

• 
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6. The target is similar to the image plate of the Iconoscope 1 
except that the signal plate is a semi-transparent conduct
ing coatinc and the mosaic likewise is semi-transparent. 
The mosaic faces the gun, and the signal plate faces the 
optical lens at the right end of: the tube. An optical 
image of the scene is i'o:rmed on the mosaic by a lens 1 the 
li~t ~ssing through the signal plate. 

7. The mechanism of signal generation is similAr to the elemen
tary theory of the Iconoscope (II E 1 - 8). Electrons are 
released from the mosaic by photoemiasion and are removed by 
the collector electrodes, so tlmt a charge distribution is 
developed on tha mosaic surface corresponding to the bright
ness distribution of the optical irrlnge. The scanr.ing beam 
electrons nre either repelled by the mosaic particles (and 
removed by collector electrodes) or are absorbed by these 
particles. If absorbed, the charge on the particles is 
neutralized and a corresponding displacement current flows 
thr')ug.~ the ca:pa.c1 ta.nce to the siglfll plate. 

H. Image Orthic.on 

l. The 1Jnase Orthic0n cCJnlinos the 1maae electron amplifier 
features of ima3e iconosco:pe and the secondary emission 
electron multiplier of the image dissector with tho low
velocity-beam scanning of the orthicon. This tube is still 
in the developmental 'Stage but gives promise of extreme 
sensitivity ar.d freedom fran spurious aigr:.ala and r.Jask 
(noise). t ... djustmcnts are critical \rith regard to operat
ing tei:lpereture and illumir.ation level of scene. Also, the 
~ube has non-uniform s~ctral respor~e and signal frequency 
characteristics. 

I. Miscellaneous 

1. In both Image Dissector and Iconoscope-type tubes (i.e., tubes 
using soma type of mosaic or employing the storage principle), 
the polarity of signal voltage is the same when connected • 
as shown in the fip,ures. Increase of brightness causes in
cree:.se of nega.ti ve vnltage on the tulgL'ottnded end of the load 
resistor. 

2. This is not true, however, in the rase of the Image Orthicon. 
Wher. this tube is mr.ployed, the si{;l'lal is not derived fran 
the neutralization of charge on the mosaic, but frcm the 
scanning elech·or.s thnt are not abaC'lrhed. Therefore, the 
polc.rity of the s:fgtlAl is t.he npposite of tr.at in the earlier 
tubes. 

Figure 
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3. The sisnal voltage derived from any of the camera tubes 
is small, being of the order of several hundred microvolts 
in the more sensitive tubes end less in the others. The 
load resistance into which the tube works i3 of the order 
of several tens to sev3ral. htmd.reds of thousands of (")hms, 
the higher values resulting in a lareer signal voltase 
but poorer high-frequency characteristics. 

J. Picture Tubes {Kines co&!, Teletron, etc.) • 

Figure 

1. Tubes for the reprodUction 9l television 1mases are varicusl.y '35 
named by the manufacturers but employ identical principles. 

2. The picture tube incQl'l)Ql"'ltes an eldctron gtm using, usually, 
electrostatic focuss~ (II A 5). Operating voltagos, electron 
velocities and scanninS beam current are much higher than tn 
camera tubes because at the different obJectives. 

3. The electron sun usua.ll¥ incorporates e.n addition electrcde 
lmown as grid ~:~z, or l!tccelerator grid. As in guns previous
ly discussed, ~he cathode supplies electrons for the beam, 
grid ,'Jl is used to control the beam current according to the 
signal voltage, and ancdes i;!1 and ;;~2 constitute the electron 
lens. Anode );',2 is often in the form of a graphite coating 
on glasl wall of tube and ax:tends to a short distance !rem 
the ocreen. Grid 1,~2 is situated between Grid ~:~1 and anode }1 
and is kept at a ftxed voltage with respect to tho cathcdo 
and serves to prevent interaction between the control grid 
and the electron lens. 

4. The flared end of the tube is coated with one of many sub
stances which became luminous when bombarded with hish speed 
electrons. This coating is called a "phosphor". lumin
escence during electron bombardment is called "fluorescence", 
and the persistence cf luminescence after bombardment is 
called "pll<:lephoreecence". All screen materials used in tele
vision aro phosphorescent to sane degree. sr.ectral clw.rac
teristics, luminouo efficiency, and persistence character
istics of ph<:lsphor vary with the substance employed, impuri
ties used as activators, and treatment during manufacture. 
The spectral characteristics of th8 phosphor may be adjusted 
also by a combination of substances in proper proportions. 
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In t-elevision tubeR, peraistance is generally chosen to be 
short; that is, the luminosity decreA-ses to 1~ of the initial 
value in lGsa than .03 ser.ond after excitation ceases. 
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Ficure 

5o The luminosity of the phosphor increases appraJ;imately 
linearly with the vcl:tage of anode ;;\2 (i.e., the veloc- 36 
ity of the scanning beam electrOiis) above lOOOVo In 
practice, the voltages on the electron gun electrodes are 
kept fixed after being adJusted for focus o 

6. The luminosity of the phosphor increases appraJ;i.mAtely 37 
linearly with the deuiq of the beam curronto The beam 
c~nt density is ccmtrolled by grid ;~1, which is used 
as the signal or control grid. 

7. Grid )~~1 normally is biased by a ne~tive voltage appraxi- 38 
mately to cut-off of the beam current. Tho beem current 
increases approximat~ as the 3/2-pCJ\·rer of the control 
grid voltage, as this voltage increases in a positive di• 
rection. Ccnoequent}J' 1 the screen brightness increases 
approximately ao the 3/2-p<:Ner of the control grid voltage 
as the control grid ia made more positive. \·lith acceler-
ating voltages of the order of 5000 volts, a voltage swing 
of 20 to ~0 volta on the aisnal grid of the picture tube 
will very the screen brightness between total darkness and 
maximum brilliance o 

·8. There is no connection to tho screen of the picture tube. 
The ~pact of the beam electrons causes the screen material 
to emit secondary electrons. The secondary electrons are 
attracted to and removed by the second anode o The result 
is that the screen acquires a positive charce with respect 
to the cathode and stabilizes at a potential ,~thin a few 
hundred volta of anode j';c2. 

9. Deflection of the sc~ beam is acccmplished by means 
of deflection plates or coils. The deflection sensitivity 
is much less than 1n camera tubes because of the higher 
electron speeds and is of the order of o004 inch per volt 
between deflecting plates. 

10. In contrast to the cathode ray tubes used for oscillo
graphic purposes, beam velocities and beam current denaities 
1n teleVision reproducing tubes are eo great that, if the 
beam remains at one spot on the screen for an appreciable 
fraction of a second, the phosphor is destroyed at tl~t 
spot. 

11. In use, the signal voltage which oriainatee at the camera 39 
tube is amplifiea and applied to grid =1:~1. Normal grid bias 
is obt"l1ned by 1.nser~ u~.g a hte.n v0 ltA,::>,e J.n eer las vi th the 
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cathode when grid i~~l is directly comocted to tho plate 
cf tho preceding video em:plifier (Fig. 39a), or in the 
grid leak vhen grid -.:~1 is coupled to the Aignal throu6h 
a capacitor (Fig. 39b). 

12. Since the scanning beam strikes the screen on tho imer 40 
surface, the resulting light must pass through the phos-
phor to reach the observer's eyo. Because. of transmission 
lose throuBh phosphor, roflootion loss at the glass surfaces 
and tho scatterinG of light by multiple reflections, tho 
brightness and the cont1~st botwoon dark and light aroas 
aro thereby reduced. Scmo reproducing tubes, therefore, 
suitable for optical projection of the imago, havo been 
dasiBnod in shape similar to the iconosco!?Q to :ponnit the 
ohaervor to soe the side of the phosphor whero the lumin-
escence occurs. 

A more recont development places a smooth film of aluminum 41 
on top of tho phosphor, the al\uninum layer being thin 
enough not to hinder the pBseaga of tho beam to tho phos-
phor but thick enou6}1 to causo all the light developed to 
bo reflected 0utward through the phosphor instead of into 
the tube. The luminous effie ioncy is thus increaa.ed nbout 
50 per cent or more. 

13. The deflection sensitivity decreases as the accelerating 
voltaeo of tho beam is increased because of the greater 
electron momentum. In ardor to obtain high beam velocity, 
for good brilliance without lose of deflection sensitivity, 
scme tubes are designed for "post-deflection acceleration". 
Tr~t is, the electron cun is operated at relatively low 
acceleratina voltage, but n ring shaped "intensifier" 
el9ctrode farmed on the glass walls a short distance in 
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front of the phosphorescent screen is operated at high volt
age in order. to accelerate tho beam electrt"''ns to the required 
velocity 'l..fter lllw:'ng hee11 nefl.ec+.ed. 
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Figure 

III. Frequency Requirements. 

A • Image Anal.ys is • 

1. The normal human eye is just able to distinguish as sepa- 42 
rate objects 1/60-inch squares l/60-inch apart at a dis-
tance of 4 to 5 feet, it the objects and the eye are per-
fectly stationery. This l.1m1t is due to the stru.ctu...-r-e of 
the retina. (Resolving power of _eye = 1 idnute of angle.) 

2. If the objects above are subject to a slight random motion 
(as may be due to fortuitous variations in scanning opera
tions), the distance at which they cannot be seen sepa
rately reduces to 2 to 3 feet. 

3. At this distance, the angle of Yiew of the normal eye is 
such ar:~ to permit constant viewine ·of an area approximately 
8 inches high by 10 inches wido. The proportions of 8 to 
10 are generally considered to be a .desirable "aspect 
ratio". 

4. Therefore, a television picture 8" x 10" for viewing at 43 
2 to 3 feet (or a larger picture at proportionally larger 
distance) 1 in order to appear sharp, must be made up of 
at least 288 1 000 picture elements; that is, 480 lines with 
600 elements in each line ( I C 4). 

B. Scannins. 

1. It may appear that the scene to be teleV1sea. may be scanned 
by an electron beam in 480 lines by making the horizontal 
deflection or sweop frequency 480 times as great as the 
vertical sweep frequency (II B 3). Holrever, sane of these
lines wobld then occur during the interval tVF, Fig. 18, 
when the vertical deflecting voltage is returning to tho 
initial value for the beginning of the next vertical sweep 
(flyback tioe). Therefore, the ratio of the horizontal 
sweep frequency to the vertical sweep frequency must be 
somewhat greater than 480. 

2. To facilitate synchronization, it is desirable to derive 
ane sweep frequency fran the other sveep frequency by the 
use of frequency multipliers or dividers (hallll.onic gener
ators, multivibrators or blocking oscillators). This pro
cess makes it desirable to choose for the ratio between 
the frequencies an odd number which is the product of 
small odd prlme n'lllll.'hers. The nearest odd number which is 
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a. product .of small. odd r.:uabers and is oanevbat larger 
than {80 ia 525 (:5x5x5x7 • 525). This number baa been 
adopteQ. as standard fer the ratio of horizontal to 
vertical mreep frequencies. 

3. Of the 525 horizontal lines described during one verti
cal sweep, apprcocimatel.y 400 are usod 1n the scanning 
process and are known as active scannine lines. The re
maining 45 lines are .k:lown as inactivo scann:i.n8 lines 
and occur dv.ring the time allowed for the vert!cal sweep 
voltage to return to the initial value for the beginning 
of the ne~~ vertical sweep. 

4. In motion :picture work, a picture or 1'rN:Ie is presented 
to the eye 24 tines per second to give the illusion of 
continuity. In television practice 1 the frame repetition 
rate has been standardized at 30 per seco:r.d in order to 
minimize effects due to inadequate filtering of the 6~ 
cycle rectified pownr suppl7 at radio transmitting sta
tions. 

5. A simple scanning sequence is the scannin8 of the hori
zontal lines in consecutive order until the entire scene 
has been sce.rmed, thus ccmpleting the scanning of one 
frame in one vertical sweep. This process is called 
progressive or sequential scanning. 

6. In motion picture practice, althoUGh a nev frame is pre
sented to the eye at a rate of 24 frames per second, the 
presentation of each frame is divided 1n two equal parts 
by a short interruption during the presentation. This is 
done to reduce flicker to a negligible value. 
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For the aeme reason, the scamU.ng of one frNDe in tele
vision is done in two fields; first, the odd field, con
sistine of all the· odd-numbered lines; second, the even 
field, consisting of all the evon numbered lines. One 
frame, therefore, consists of two interlAced fields. 
This procesc is called interlaced scannin6. 

In order to avoid the necessity of making alternate cycles 
~f the vertical sweep voltaee of different duration or 
amplitude, the two fields are each lmlde to be 262-1/Z 
lines, including both active and inactive scanning lines. 
Thus, the odd field starts in the middle of a line and 
er.ds at the end of a l1ne; t-.bo e;,ven :field etAJ.-ts at the 

• 
Figure 
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beginning of a line and ends in the midd.le of a line. 
Both the vertical and horizontal sweep frequencies being 
derived from a cama.on source, the relative phases of 
the sweep voltages, once adjustod., 3tay fixed. 

7. In interlaced scanning, therefore, the vertical sweep
frequency is twice the frame ;repetition re.te or frAme 
frequency. In the standard 30 f'remes-per-second system, 
the vertical sweep trequenc7 ( aXld the field scazming 
rate) is1 therefore, 60 c7olea per second. 

c. Frequency Ana1yais. 

1. Each ccmplete frame of a televised picture consists cf 
525 horizontal scanning lines, active plus inactive. 

2, Since 30 frames are scanned per second, the hcrizontal 
sweep frequency is 525x30 • 151 750 c7cles per second. 
That is, 1n one second, the scanning beam JMkes 15,75() 
horizontal sweeps. 

3, Each hcrizontal line is equiva).ent to 6()t') picture ele
ments ( m A 4) • Therefore the rate at which picture 
elements are scanned is 600xl5 1 750,=9 1 450,000 elements 
per second. (Note: The 288 1000 elements are scanned, not 

1n 1/30 second, but in 1/30 x ~~ = ,()305 second.) 

Figure 

4. The finest picture detail which a television system is 47 
required to transmit is represented by alternate black 
and white squares each 1/600 of a line in length. The 
resulting signal fran the camera tube 1 however 1 is seen 
to consist of one square-wave cycle for each two such 
successive elea:enta. ·The fundamental frequency of this 
square vave is considered to approximate the square wave 
with sufficient accuracy, in consideration cf.the distor-
tion due to finite aperture size. The signal resulting 
frac. the scanning of this fir.e detail is 1 therefore 1 

one-half the element scann1ng rate, or 4 1 725 1 000 cycles 
per second (roughly 1 5 JDef?P.CYCles). 

5. The coarseot picture detail consists of a scene c-f uni-
form brightness. The signal. obtained 1n scanning ouch 48 
a scene by the interlaced method, therefore 1 ccnsiats 
of square waves at rate of the field sc8lllling, or 60 
waves per aeccmd, This wave consists of a fund.Amental 
sine wave of 60 cycleR per· flecond. plus a long series of 
harmonics. 
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6. Thus, a television system must be able to accamnod.ate 
signals of all frequencies from 60 cycles per second 
or lees to 5 million 07cles per second or hiS}ler. 

D. Camera Signal. 

FiSUiy 

1. In traversing one line d a sc.ene 1 the sca.nnin8 beam 49 

scans elements of variOWI degrees of brightness. Trans-
lated directly into terms of aisnal current or voltase, 
this variation reaulta 1n a signal like that 1n Fig. 49. 
This signal contains fteq,wmcies derived directlY .frcm 
the visual data of the •cane 1 and visual intelligence 
may be derived !rem it cU.rectJ.y. It is, therefore, called 
a video signal. In general, the range· of .frequencies 
( lli C 6) is lalown as the video range. The signal de

livered by the televis1c.n pick-up tube is modified in 
the process of transm1&810D. Therefore, to distinguish 
this signal .from the modified signal, it is ~alled the 
camera eigna.l. 

2. The curve of Fig. 49 1B equivalent to a eonstant 00 volt- 50 

age equal to the average height of the curve, represent-
ing the average brightness or background brightness of 
the scene, plus an AC voltage representing the element-
by-element deviations .fran average l'rightness 1 as in 
Fig. SO. 

3. Correct reproduction of the scene requires transmissi~n 
of information concerning average brightness together 
with information concerning deviations !rem this average 
brightness. For example 1 a given scene superimposed on 
a bright background gives impression of sunlight and 
warmth; whereas the same detail superimposed on a dark 
background conveys the idea of moonlight and cold. 

4. As noted in II D 4 and II E 13, the Image Dissector de
livers a signal which contains a 00 canponent represent
ing background br-ightness, but Icanoscope-type tubes do 
not. Also, where video amplifiers are used with cape.ci-
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t i ve coupling between stages, the DC component of the 
signal is lost. In the latter cases, it ia neceosar;r to 
provide other means of transmitting information concern
ing average scene brightness. At the receiving point, 
the information concerning average scene brightness must 
be translated in terms of DC and added to the video signal 
in order that the picture tube (Kinescope, etc. ) uay re
prod.\l.ce the R()ene with tts proper bac-.kgrOlUld brightness. 
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The process by which this result is achieved is known 
as DC rest oral or OC reinaert ion. 

5. When the video signal ia to b3 transmitted by means of 
amplitude modulation ot: a high frequency carrier, the 
transmitting r.arrior terminal is d.eaignod for "negative" 
transmission. Tha.t is 1 the design ia such that maximum 
visual brightness of a scene element produces a m1n:1m.um 
of transmitting carrier p~er ~ decrease of scene 
brightness produces increase of carrier power. Spurts 
of extraneous pcwer, such as noise, entering such a sys
tem cause dark spots in the received pi.,ture. Since dark 
spots are psychologically less objectionable tha.n white 
spots, nogative tra.nsmiasion me been adopted as standard 
in the United States. Note that" the term does not refer 
to the polarity of the video :Jisnal, although the modu
lator in such a system usually doe~ require that the 
video signal be poled ac that increase of briGhtness 
causes increase of ne~tive voltage applied to the mcdu
lator. 

Figure 
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IV. Transmitting Terminal. 

A. Averase Scene Brightness. 

1. In preceding sections, means have been described for 
translating visual information into electrical form 
and vice versa. A simple schematic of a television 
system based on principles thus far discussed is 
ahown in Fig. 51. 

2. As previously stated, the sigr.al voltage delivered by 
the camera. tube is minute, whereas the sisnal voltage 
required for operating the picture tube is veri large 
by comparison. It is apparent, than, that mNlY ampli
fier stases are required between tho C8l'Jl~ra tube and 
tho picture tub~ far transmission over even short 
distances. 

3. It is a matter of fact that amplifiers which properly 
amplify DC voltages as well as AC voltages throughout 
the video range aro difficult to build and to maintain. 
Consequently, video amplifiers used in practice employ 
same form of capacitive coupling between stages and 
do not rocognizo DC voltages. As a result, th~ DC 
component of the camera signal is lost, even if it is 
initially present (III D 3 et seq.). Othor means must 
therefore be found for transmission of information re
~ing average scene brightness. 

4. It has been shown (II D2, etc.) that ~uring each cycle 
of the m·roep voltage a small portion of time must be 
allowed for fly-back. The f)Jr-back interval is relative
ly short and the sweep voltage during tho interval is 
difficult to control. Therefore, little is lost by dis
carding the picture information which may be transmitted 
duril'l8 fly-back. The fly-back interval may then be used 
for the transmission of information concerning average 
scene brightness. 

51 

5. Assume, then, that a scene is being televised with an 52 
ImAge Dissector as the camera tube. Then the camera sig-
nal voltage will appear as in Fig. 52. 

6. Suppose, during the fly-back period, the scene were 53 
clacked out, as by a shutter closing over the lens. Then 
the signal volta.se will appear as in FiG. 53. The signal 
is said to be "bl.a.nked out" dtu'1ng the fly-'Pack period. 
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Note that 1 as a consequence 1 the signal during the 
blanking period becc.mea zero. Therefore the same 
reqult could have been achievod by tur.ninB off the 
scanning beam or cutting off the camera tube during 
fly-back. 

7 • note 1 also 1 that as a consequence of blanking there is 
a rectangular pulse of voltaoe during the blanking 
per1od1 relative to the rest of tho signal. Since the 
voltaoe during tho blanking period corresponds to total 
darlmess, or blaclc, it follows that the amplitude of tho 
recte.ngular voltage pul.se - relative to the rest of the 
sienal. - is proportional to the avorase brightness of 
tho scone. 

8. If thon the DC ccmponont of tho aicnal is removed, as 1n 
passing through a oapacitivel.y coupled amplifior1 the 
signal will appear as in Fig. 54. It is apparent that 
the amplitude of the rectangular voltage pulse which 
was caused by bl.anking - relative to tho remainder of 
tho signal - still is proportional. to the average sceno 
brightness. 

9. It is noceaaary scmewhore in the path between camera 
and picture tube to invert the signal. because, as shown 
in II J 7, tho screen of tho picture tube bocaaea bright
er whnn the applied signal voltage becomes more positive, 
whoroas the signal of Fig. 54 has tho opposite polarity. 
'Tho neceaaar.y inversion may be accomplished by a conven
tional type of amplifier, since such an amplifier causes 
1.80 degroo sh:tft in the phase of the amplified voltage. 
An odd number of such amplifiers will have a like effect. 
An evan number of such amplifiers will restore the ampli
fied voltage to ita original phase. 

10. After invorsian, the signal appears as in Fig. 55. It 
is apparent that, whether the signal. is amplified, in-

. vorted1 or attenuated, the pulse of voltaGG rosul.ting 
frca blankinG will always represent the average scene 
brightness 1n relation to other details of tl~ signal. 
The fact that the height of this pulse of signal vol.tago 
has 3pecial significance, toeether with other use of 
this pulse which will be described later, has led to 
tho torm., "blanking pedestal". In section V D 4, .etc., 
it will bo shown how the blanking pedestal is put to usa 
to restore the :OC. canponent of tho signal. 

FiQ,.tre 

54 

55 
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11. In practice, Iconoscope-type tubes are omployed'most fre
q,uentJ.y and, since the signal from these tube~ does not 
contain a DC ocmponont 1 a more obtuse method must be used 
for insel~ing the blanking pedestals and properly adjust
inG their height. 

Figure 

12. In one practical system, tho signal from the Iconoscope 56· 
( JX: canponent lackin8) is mnplii'ied in en odd number of 
stases and obtained in tho opposite phase to Fig. 54 1 
but the blanking pedestals are not yet added. This is 
shewn in Fig. 56. To this signal are added larse nega-
tive rectancular pulses of voltaso, synchronized with tho 
fly-back intervals, fran two blankinG pulso generators. 
One of these c,en\Jro.tors supplies blar..xing pulses which 
are synchronized ·,~ith the horizontal fly-back por~cds and 
the other supplies blanking pulses synchronized with the 
less froq,uont but lansnr vertical fly-back periods. 
These are known as horizontal and vertical blanking gener
ators, respectively. Hith these pulses added, the signal 
voltage has the app<m.ranco glvo."l in Fig. 57. 

13. It should be noted that tho l!lllplitudes of the blankinG 57 
pulses ht:lvc not beQn adjuoted and depond only on the 
voltages frcm. the· blt:>..nk1ng genere.tors. All that has 
hap!lenod thus far is that the lovel of signal voltage has 
been greatly increased in a neGative direction during the 
blanking pericds. But durine these periods thore is still 
some picture information gathered during fly-back. 

14. The signal wave of Fig. 57 is then amplified by a 't!wo stage 58 
amplifier. The first stage functions simply to increase 
the signal voltage. The second ste.ce is provided to cor .. 
rrect the phase reversal introduced by the first stage. It 
employs a power typo of emplifier tube so as not to bo 
over-driven by the large signal voltasas occurrinG during 
the blankinc Pf)riods. Except for increase in amplitude, 
the a11]11B.l \lave emel .. ging fran the phase rovorsing ampli-
fier is identical with that of Fig. 57. It is ahow.n again 
in Fig. sa. 

15. The sienal theroa.fter BOOS to a "clipper" emplifier which 59 
is a conventional amp1ifior operated with a larse negative 
bias so that it cuts off at a value of no~tive input 
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voltage indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 58. That is, 
the cl1p~r amplifier delivers an amplified version of 
only that part of tho signal which is more positive than 
the cut -off value (below the dashed line, Fig. 58) • The 
picture information occurring during tho blanking pulse 
is, therefore, wiped out and the signal during this period 
leveled off. At the output of the· clipper am:plifior the 
si(;nal voltage is, of course, inverted and appears as in 
Fig. 59. Note that tl}o.blanking pedestals, i.e., tho 
black level, is positivo with respect to the rest of the 
signal. Information conC{)rning average scone brightness 
ia now contained in the J\C sienal by virtue of tho blank
ing pedestal height relative to the remainder of tho 
signal. 

16. It ia evident that tho height of tho blanking pedestals, 
which iodicato tho average scene brightness relative to 
the rest of the video signal, is determined by the grid 
bias of the clipped amplifier. Therefore, this crid bias 
is adjusted by an operator at tho transmitting terminal 
to give the correct average scene bri6htnoss on a monitor
ing viewer. . If the averago scene brightness is fixed or 
cha.nges slowly, the operator can Jrake the necessary adjust
monte in bias aa required. 

17. However, if the averago scone brightness varies rapidly 
as :ln the television of motion pict~oa, the changes in 
grid bias are effected automatically. Fer this purpose, 
the entire sceno is viewed continuously by a simple type 
of photo-electric cell. The signal voltage from this 
coli, which is a :00 voltage proportional to the average 
scone br18htness, is amplified if necessary and used as 
the required variable grid bias for tho clipper ampli
fier. In this case, also, the operator must ma.ki3 the ini
tial adjustment of the grid bias, but the photo-electric 
eoll ~akes care of subsequent changes. 

Fiqure 

18. The block schematic of the transmitting terminal may now: 60 
be oxpe.nded to take care of tranmnittL~ the av~age scene 
brightness information. The expanded blc-ck schematic is 
shown in Fig. 60. 

19. The pre-amplifier shown in Fig. 60 is a multi-stage ampli
fier contained within the camera case. It :fUnctions: to 
raise the minute signal frcm tho catr.ere. tube to a levol 
high enough to ovor-rido noise in the cable cannocting the 
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camera with the heavier stationary equipment; to compen
sate for nan-uniform frequency characteristic of the 
camera tube; end to match the high impedance of the cam
era tube to the low impedance of the connecting cable. 
Other portions of Fig. 60 have been described in the pre
ceding pe.ragra.phs. The numbers refer to the fig..tres IX?r
traying the shape of the si~ wave at different points 
in the circuit. 

Figure 

20. Fig. 61 shmrs simplified schematics of the amplifiers 61 
.following the camera. It will be recalled that the AC 
part of the camera signal represents the variation of 
brightness fran one element of the scene to another. In 
photography, this relationship among the elements is known 
as "contrast" • Therefore, a change in amplitude of the 
camera signal relative to the blAnking pedestal produces 
a change in the contrast of the televised scene. For this 
reason, a manual gain &d.Justment is provided 1n the first 
video amplifier of Fig. 61 and is known as a contrast 
control. Shown also are ·a JlltUlUal brightness control 
(IV A 16) and an automatic brightness control which function 
as described above. As stated 1n rv A 12, the transmitting 
terminal described is only one of several possible designs. 
However 1 although various means are omploTed in practice 
to generate the camera signal, amplify it, and insert and 
properly adjust the blanking pedestals, the objective a.nd 
the final resuJ.t are the same as Biven above. 

21. It should be emphasized that the ~ve of Fig. 59 is an AC 
wave. In any integral number of cycles 1 the areas includ
ed betwoen the time axis and the lower, or "white", por
tions will, therefore, always equal the areas included 
between the time axis and the upper, or "black", pOrtions 
of the wave. Consequently 1 as tho average scene bright-· 
ness changes and the amplitude of the blanking pedestals 
ch.ariges 1 the heot.ght of the blanking pedestals will not re
main conatant with respect to the zero axis but will vary 
with the background brichtness of tho scene. However, in 
later sections it will be shewn that a variable DC ccmpan
ent of the correct amount is automatically added to the 
wave at the receiving terminal to restore the pedestals to 
a constant voltage level corresponding to black. Thus 
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the remainder of the signal is automatically restored to 
its proper level with respect to the black level and the 
average scene brightness is cor1-ect.J.y roprodn.ced. 
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Because successive changes of wave shapo are cor~using, 
the conventional representation of the composite video 
signal usually amite the zero voltage axis and shows the 
blanking pedestals always at the black level. Tho reader 
must determine from his lmowledge of the functions of the 
circuit whether the signal existing nt n point of interest 
is purelY AC, so that successive blanking pedestals may 
be at different voltaae levels,·or whether the signal con
tains a DC camvonent placing all the blanking pedestals at 
the same voltage lovel. 

B. Synchronizing Signals 

1. As shown in the bloclc diagrmn of Fig. 51, sweep voltages 
are provided at tho sending and receiving te~inals for 
scanning. The sweep :f:requenciea at the two terminals, as 
previously discussed, must be alike to avoid distortion in 
the televised picture. However, not only must the frequen
cies be alike but the sweep voltage cyclos must start at the 
same instant (allowing for propagation time) and keep in 
phase thereafter. Very little deviation from exact synchron
ism i.s permissible. Therefore, it is necessary to transmit, 
together with the camera signal and tlw blanking pedestals, 
information which will keep the sweep voltages at the receiv
ing terminal in atop with those at the transmitting terminal. 

2 • .It wac statod in II J 10 that the scanning beam in tho 
picture tubo is sufficiently powerful to destory the lumin
escent screen if allowed to remain stationary for any length 
of time. For this reason, self-oxcit.od swoop generators aro 
prov1d$d at the receiving terminal, so that the scanning 
beam will be kept in motion oven in tho ovont of failure of 
the synchronizing infornation. 

3. The self-excited m.roop generators whose principles woro do
scribed in II B, it was pointed out, may be synchronized 
with an exter.rAl source of voltage pulses if the tUl-forced 
or frt;'e :frequency of tho generator is slightly lower than 
that of the external voltage. Thoro fore, if pulses of tho 
desired swoop frequencies can be mixod with the picture 
signal a.t the transmitting terminal in such a wa;r that they 
can be separated from it at the receiving terminal, the 
pulses may be employed to synchronize the self-excited sweep 
gonora.t.ore at the receiving te:rm.iro..al. 

Figure 

51 
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4. It will be recalled that no picture information is trana
mittad durinB tho blankins periods. Therefore, synchroniz
ing voltage pulses may bo transmitted during the blanking 
periods vrithout interfering with the picture ·information 
contained i!'l tho video signal. Furthormcre 1 if the 
synchronizing pulses are given tho same polarity as the 
blanking pedestals, they will be 1n tho "blacker-than
black" voltage reaion as reaaros the picture tube. and will 
not produce any visible effect on the fluorescent screen. 

5. However, if the synchronizing pulses are superimposed on 
tho 1:-lanking pedostals 1 acme means must bo devised which 
will permit separating the oynchronizing pulses from tho 
remainder of tho signal at the receiving terminal. The 
nocessarJ means aro provided by an amplifier which is biased 
to cut-off Rt tho blnnking pedestal level ao that the out
put current o.f tho amplifier contains on.ly tho synchroniz
ing pulse~ (VA 3 et eeq.). It is a relatively s~plo 
matter to arrange that the bias voltngo of tho amplifier 
be made to fellow the variations in the blanking redostal 
level (IV A 21) • 

G. Because of its simplicity and economy of signal sre,ce 1 the 
nbovo method of transmitting ~~hronizing information is 
employed in all mcdorn television systems. 

7. It remains, however 1 to decide on the shape of tho synchroniz
ing pulses. Obviou~ly, ~hore must be two kinds of pulses 
so that they may be distinguished apart: one for synchroniz
ing the vertical sweep genorator1 the other for synchroniz
ing the horizontal sweep generator. For the sako of brevity, 
the term "sync" is usually employed instead of "synchroniz
ing." The term "sync signal" refers to tho ccmbi.nation of 
hot·izontal and vertical sync pulses, 

Fimge 

8. Tl:e twc kinds of sync pulses 'I1JI!cy' be ·:>f. the S8llle geometric 62 
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shape but of two different amplitudes. Then suitably biased 
amplifiers rr.ay bo used to distinguish betlreen t.hom. The 
sync sianal would: thon appear scmewhat as ir.: Fig. 62( a) • 
The composite video signal, consisting of camera signal, 
blanking pedestals, vertical and horizontal synclu-onizing 
pulses, then appears as in Fig. 62(b). This variable• 
amplitude typo of synchronizing signal is simple and re-
liable and has been successfully usod in Europe. Hcwover1 
sana of the pr<Wel'-11Rnd11ng capanity o.f the transmission 
channel lll1mt. be set aside to A.ll<'W fo1· the extra amplitude 
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t~ the vertical synchroniz:Lns pulse. Consequently 1 the 
picture information cannot be transmitted at as high a 
level as desire~ Rnd so the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
overall system is reduced, 

Figure 

9. In the United States, standard practice is to make the 63 
vertical and the horizontal sync pulses approximately 
rectangular and cf equal amplitude but of very different 
durations, e.s shown 1n F1g. 63. The duration of a hC'rizon-
tal sync pulse is not more tllan ~ of a sce.nnins line 

(&;~ of 1 second or 5 micro-seconds). The duration 
15,750 

of a vertical synchrQftizing pulse is equi\-alent tc 3 scan• 
r.ing lines (3 x 1 second or 190 micro-seconds). Since 

15,750 

the vertical and horizontal ~qnc pulses are of the sell'.e 
amplitude, separation between the two kinds of pulses c~nnot 
be effected by biased .-pl1t1era. Instead, use is made of 
the properties of resiotance-eapacitance networks. 

10. Thus, if the synchroniting signal of Fig. 64(b) is applied 64 
to terminals 1 and 2 of the circuit of Fig. 64(a) 1 .the 
voltaGe obtained across terminals 3 and 4 will be as shown 
in Fig. 64(c). In the circuit, R is a large ~lue of 
resistance and c is a large value of capacitance such that 
the time constant RC (seconds) is somewhat greater than 
the duration of the-long pulses and therefore much lonGer 
than the duration of the short pulses. The condenser £. 
can receive a charge only through the large resistor S· 
Hence, when a pulse arrives, the condenser charges slcwl.y, 
because the resistor limits the flow of current'. Conse-
quently, the voltage across the condenser, which is pro-
portioMl to the charge 1 does not have sufficient tiir.e 
to build up to more than a CJJ!".All fraction of the full 
pulse voltage when the pulse is short. When the pulse is 
long, the voltage across the condenser has sufficient time 
to build up almost to the full pulse voltage. Because the 
useful voltage obtained is proportio:nal to the time-
integral of the applied voltage 1 this circuit is knO'Wl'l as 
an "integrator" circuit. Several such circuits rr.ay be 
connected 1n tandem to reduce the small voltage waves due 
to the short pulses to a relat.ively negli'Hble ve.lu". 
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The larger waves due to the long pulses are applied to the 
vertical sweep oscillAtor for synchronization, as described 
1n II B 4. It should be observed th.tlt the shape of 'the 
vert·ical pulse after passing through the integrating cir
cuit appears to be broad only because of the t~e scale 
chosen for Fig. s•. ActuallJ, this selected pulse is very 
steep and short in relation to one cycle of the vertical 
swettp voltage,; 

11. The short horizontal .,-nc pu.laes ere selected by the sc:me-

F1sure 

wbat stmilar resistance-capacitance circuit shown 1n 65 

Pace ae 

Fig. 65(a). Here tho cepacitance C and the resistance n 
are chosen so that the time ecnstant RC (seconds) is of-
the C'rder of only 1~~ of the hcri.:.cntal sweep :period. The 
synchror.izing si~l shown in Fig. 65(b) ie arplied to the 
input terminals 1 and 2, and the selected .synchrcnizing 
voltage pulses are obtained across t.he resister .S• The 
selected pulses are shown in Fig. 65(c). 

Voltage appears across I only when current in flowing 
throush the condenser. -'When a sudden change of voltage 
occurs in the applied sync signal, the condenser m~en• 
tarily behaves like a short circuit so tr~t the full volt
age of the applied pulse ia reproduced across the resistor. 
However, because the time constant is small1 the condenser 
is t'),uickly charged to the full voltage, with the result 
that the current, and1 therefore, the voltage across the 
resistor, rapidly falls to zero. Likewise, when the 
applied pulse voltage suddenly chanGes tc zero, the con
denser Cluickly discharges 1 :producing a current 1 end a 
corresponding pulse of voltaae across the resistance, in 
the opposite direction. The selected VC>ltage pulses are 
applied to the horizontal sweep generator for synchroniza
tion. Because the useful voltage obtained acroRs the 
resistor is proportional to the time-derivative of the 
applied voltage, this IJircuit is known as "- "different!• 
ator" circuit. The synchronizing signal applied to the 
differentiater is arranged to have the polarity ah~m in 
Fig. 65(b) so that the output pulse cccurrin£t 'in the 
leading edge of each synchronizing pulse will be positive. 
Then, when the output voltage is applied to the sweep 
oscil.l.ator 1 the oscillator will "fire," or discharge will 
cicctir 1 on the posi t1 ve pulses and will be synchronized 
with the leading tt~es of the syi,~lu~oni?.ing pulses • 

• 
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HavinS fired on a positive pulse, the oscillator is in
sensitive to the negative pulse immediately following. 
Therefore, no measures need be taken to el1minate the 
negative pulses der1Ted f:t'c:m the d1fferent1ator cir
cuit. 

Figure 

12. It will be recalled (III B 6) that in interlaced scan- 66 
ning the odd field starts at t:he middl.e of a line and 
ends at the end of a line and that the even field starts 
at the beginning of a line and ends at the middl.e of a 
line. Therefore 1 followine the odd field, the vertical 
~chranizing pulse will be preceded by a horizontal 
synchronizinG pulse at an interval of one scann:t.ng line; 
whereas, following the even field, the vertical pulse 
is preceded by a horizontal pulse at an interval of only 
one-half scanning line. Consequently, in the latter 
case the pulse derived tram the integrator circuit will 
build up somewhat earlier in the cycle because of the 
small voltage remaining from the preceding horiz~ntal 
pulse. The effect is illustrated in Fig. 66. As a 
result, the vertical sweep oscillator fires slightly 
sooner than it should and causes the scanning lines of 
the followirie field to be slightly higher on the re
producin8 screen. The net effect is a :pairing of scan
ning lines which gi vee the appearance of streaks in the 
reproduced. picture. To avoid pair inS of lines 1 the 
timing of the vertical sweep oscillator must be kept with
in extremely close 11m1 ts ( l part in 5000} • 

13. The above difficulty is avoided by inserting between 67 
the end of a field and the vertical sync pulse following 
it a number of short pulses of double the line frequency. 
These additional pulses are known as equalizing pulses 
and serve to "condition" the 1ntergrator for the aiTival 
of the vertical sync pulse. Thus, following either the 
even or the odd field, the residual voltage in the integra-
tor circuit is the same when the vertical sync pulse 
arr1 vee, and the selected output pulse has the same timi~ 
and sr.ape in both cases. The equalizing pulses are of the 
same empli tude as the horizontal and ·~ertical sync pulses 
but have one-half the duration and twioe the frequency of 
the horizontal sync pulses. A group of six equalizing 
pulses is superimposed on the vertical b.l&nking pedestal 
immediately preceding and also tmm&die.tely following the 
vertical sync pulse, as in Fig. 67. 
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14. The differentiator oircuit viU, of course, deliver 
selocted s:rnchronid.na pul.Ma •• a conaequonce of the 
equalizing pulses, .)lat as 1t doea tor the horizontal 
synchronizing P\llse•· However, they- will be of double 
the frequency. Therefore, since the horizontal oscilla· 
tor has a natural frequency apprax1matol.y ono•half as 
groat, it will firo on those equal1z1ns pulses occur• 
ring at li.nG scannine intorva.ls and bo inDonsitivo to 
those in-betwQ (II ~ 4). The effect on the horizon
tal mmop generator of the equalizing pul.aes is the same 
as when horizontal sync pulses are recoive4. 

Figure 

15. No mention has been made up to thia po1At abou.t the 68 
behavior of tho roceivins hor1&ental sweep generator 
durir.g transmission ~f the vwtical 81nC pulse. It is 
clear that, ainco the natura.l trequoncy of the horizon-
tal oscillator is a01128Vhat below the desired frequency, 
this oscillator is quite liable to drift so far off 
frequency that it will not f~ll into step when trans-
mission of the horizontal sync pulses is resumed. In 
order to maintnin control of the horizontal swoop 
oacillator, tho vertical sync pulse is periodically 
interrupted, or serrated, so ao to cause the differ-
entiotor circuit to deliver selected synchronizing 
pulses to the horizontal aweop generator. As a matter 
of con··tenience 1 tho serrations in the transmitted verti-
cal 5,r,nchronizL~ pulses aro made at twice tho horizontal 
sweep frequoncy 1 so that tho differentiator circuit 
delivers double-frequency pulses to the hcr1zontal sweep 
generator, as in tho case of the equalizing pulses 
( rr B 14) • The serrated vertical sync pulse and the 
corroaponding selected pulses delivered by the differen
tiator and integrator circuits are shown in ~ig. 68. 

16. The not result of adding together the horizoptal sync 
pulses, the serrated vortical sync pulses, and the 
equalizing puloes, which ultimately are superimposed on 
the blanking pedostals1 is tbe composite synchronizing 
signal, shown at (a) and (b) in Fig. 68. 

C. Block D1ogre.m of TransmittinG TormiMl. 

l. The horizontal sync pulses, the serrated vertical sync 
pulses, and the e~ualizing pulses are senerated in 
complex va~uum tube circuits which are shown as separate 
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blocks in Fig. 69. Aetual.l.Jr 1 however 1 because of the 
necessity for absolute synchronism, the pu.lae generators 
are closely interrelated with one another and with the 
generators of the camera sweep voltages and the blankine 
pulses. 

2. The various goneratore operate continuously even when 
not in use 1n order to m1nimize tem~turo effects on 
the frequl3nc1oe and sha;pes of the pulaes. Each kind of 
pulse is produced in a steady succession of such pulaoa 
without interruption. 

3. Each kind of. puloe is fed tc :l ts own so-called "keying" 
amplifier. The outp\\ta ot t};)e tbrw b)"ine amplifiers 
are connected in parallel with oe.ch ether and, tllrouB}l 
a s:rnc pha.s1ng emplifior 1 t."ith the cu.tput of tho clipper 
amplifier 1 wharo the pulses are added to the AC portion 
of the camora sicnaJ. and the blaZlking pedestals. 

4. The keyill6 amplifiers are normal.li blockod by high 
negative grid bias so that the aynchronizinS pulses aro 
not transmitted. 

Figure 

70 

5. The keyinG amplifiers are periodically un-blocked, 70 
however 1 by appropriate keyinS impulses fran still 
another group of pu.loe aenerators, so that each of the 
different synchronizing pulses is transmitted at its 71 
proper time. The keying. impulses act to overca:l8 the 
high blocking grid bias. Fig. 70 illustrates tile manner 
in which the keying sisnals operat-, to produce the can.-
posite synchronizins signal, and Fig. 71 shows parts of 
th~ block diagram in greater detail. 

6. By proper choice of initial polarity and the nubber of 
conventio~l-type amplifiers 1n the chain, the phase of 
the composite synchronizing signal, where it is added to 
the video signal, is made the same as that of the blank
ing pedestals. The effect of the synchroniz~ pulses 
is then to incroase the instantaneous signal level in tho 
direction of black. 

7. Of course, the superposition of the synchronizing pulses 
1n their correct positions on the bl.azlking pedestals re
quires caroful desisn and adjustment of the st>veral pulse 
generators. I!owever 1 all the required frequencies are 
derived from a ccmmon source 1 so that once the adjust
mente for pulse amplitude, dure.tion, and pMase have been 
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correctly make, the various pulses keep the~r relative 
positions exactly. 

Fisure 

a. The ccmplete ccmposite video signal has the appearance 72 
given in Fig. 7~. The signal now contains all the infor-
mation required at the receiving terminal to reproduce 
the brightness variations and the averase brightness of 
the televised scene and to synchronize the sweep voltages 
with those at the transmitting terminal. It will be noted 
that in Fig. 72 durations of various portions of the signal 
are indicated. Thoae durations, together with such other 
details as the steepness of the sides of the sync pulses, 
must corrospond with thD des1sn of the reco1v1nB equip-
ment 1 the frequency Width ot the transmission r.hannol, etc. 1 

and have, thDreft:~re 1 been standardized by the .todera.l 
Communications Cammiaeicn. The allowable deviations are 
very small, 1ndeod. 

D. Hiscellaneous. 

A numbor of controls, bea14e the contraat and briS}rtnoss 
controls, are cm1ttod from the block schematic of the 
transmitti+ls terminal for the se.lce of clearness. This 
number is considerable ~~ would include adJustments for 
the operating voltagos for the camera tube 1 adJUstments 
of the average (DC) deflectins voltages to conter the 
scanning beam on the target ot the tube 1 adJustments for 
regulating the NnPlitude of the deflectin8 voltages, etc~ 
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Figure 

• v. Reeeiytns Terminal. 

A. Synchronization. 

1. It vas pointed out (IV A 21) that, although usual repre
sentations of the wave do not •pl:aaize the fact 1 the 
video sisnnl ia a II'U"8 AC van and that the heiSht of the 
bl.8nkins pedeatals, relative to a:t:1'3 arbitrary e.xis 1 will 
vary· aceorclins to the averap brishtneas of the teleVised 
scene. The composite Tideo lisnal received at the receiv· 
~ terminAl is such a wave. 

2. In order that the synchronizing pulses miJ:3' be used for 
synchronizinS the sweep ~1rcu1ta associated. with the picture 
tube 1 it ia noceesary first to separate them !rem the re
ma1nder of the aipl. 

3. Although there are several methode of affecting this separa
tion, all of them con~~iet, 1n principle, of applying the 
composite Tideo sisnal to an amplifier vacuum tuba,. or 
equ1 valent dovico 1 whoM ,srid biaa is autaDatically adjUsted 
so that it cuts ott always at the blankins level. Thon the 
amplifier will deliver a signal which •onsists only of the 
synchron1z1n8 pulses. A biased rectifier tube may be usod 
in place of an amplifier. The several methods of producing 
the variable bias are also basically alike and 'D3A:f employ 
amplifier or rectifier tubes. One of tho most ccmmon ~thode 
ccmbin1ng the production of the bias and the clipping action 
in the same vacuum tube, is described below. 

4.. A s1m.pl1fied schematic of a camncm sync separator is shown 7:5 
in Fig. 73. The amplifiers which perform the sepe.rat1.ng 
f'unoticm are indicated as .snro SEP f,!l and SYNC SEP ;:~2. The 
SYNC IIJ.fP 1 also shown, corrects for the phase reversal 
caused by SYNC SEP );!1 and increases the amplitude of the 
sianaJ. to aid SYNC 'SEP 7~2 1n performing its :t'unction. The 
input composite Video signal is poled so that the sy.nchraniz-
ins pulses are positive. 

5. It will be observed that SYNC SEP )tl is open\ ted wi"th no 
gr.oid battery and with low plAte voltage, ConsequentlY, the 
gr.oid of this amplifier tube is driven positiVe by the 
"blAck" portions of tho input Aignal1 i.e., the blAnkinS 
pedestals and sync pulses. 
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6, '·Thon the grid of an amplifier tube boccmes positive with 
roopoct to its cathode, some of the electrons that. 
ordinarily travel. to tho plato are attracted to and lodge 
on tho grid. The condenser C prevents tho flow of direct 
current and the resistor R has a large value of resistance. 
Therefore., the electrons which are at~racted to the grid 
cf STilC SEP ;:~1 cannot quickly leak off. As a result, in 
the first few cyclea ot the applied signal, a considerable 
nogative charge builds up on tho grid. Since the charge 
is able to loak off 1 although slowly 1 the amcunt of the 
charge adjusts itself in tho course of a few cycles to 
c~rrespond with the ~availing height of tl~ sync pulses 
abovo the zero voltage axis of the sisnal. Consequently 1 

since the hoight of tho ·syne pulses relative to tho blank
ing pedestals is fiXed, the charge on the grid becaDOs 
:pr·Jportional to the nCIIlinal heiBht of the bl.ankil16 pedestals 
and follows tho variations in the latter. 

7 • The charge which thus accumulates on the grid has the samD 
effect on the operation of the amplifier as a grid battery; 
but 1 whoreas the ariel battery would provide a fixed bias 1 

the bias provided by the above condenser and grid leak 
method varies in proportion to the amplitude of the applied 
signal. Moreover, t:r.e plnte supply voltage is mado small, 
so that the tube cuts off sharply at a value of input sisnal 
voltage not much moro noe;a.tive than the grid bias which is 
developed. Therefore 1 the plate current of the amplifier 
contains little more than the amplified version of the sync 
pulses. 

Figure 
I 

8. The operations described abovo are illustrated graphically 74 
in Fig. 74. Fia. 74(a) shows how the negative charge is 
built up on the grid and FiB• 74(b) shows how this developed 
grid bias causes separation of the sync pulses. 

9. Tho video si@'l.B.l voltage applied to ~YNC SEP ;;~1 ~ not be 
sufficient to develop tho necossar,y grid bias for completed 
separation of the ,sync pulsos. The process is 1 therefore 1 
repeated by SYNC SEP ):~2. However 1 the voltage output of 
SYNC SEP 1:~1 is reversed in phase and must be corrected. 
The SYNC AMP effects the necessar.y phase correction and 
also amplifies the partially separated signal. The SYNC· AMP 
is operated without fixed grid bias because it is a high-mu 
triode and does not require such bias whon the input signal 
is sn:all and the plate voltage 18 large. It should be noted 
that, 1n the arrangement illustrated, a sinele vacuum tube 
containing two ttiodes acts as sync separator and as amplifier. 

Page •• 
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10. SYNC SEP i~2 completes the operation of separating the sync 
pulses from the ccmposite video signal. This tube is a 
power amplifier and is operated with a small amount of 
fixed bias in addition to the developed bias so that the 
plate current will not be excessive whon there is no sig
nal. Here ag9-in the plate and screen voltages are made 
small so that cut-off occurs sharp~ at a low value of 
negative signal voltages. 

Figure 

ll. The sepe.retod synchronizing s 1gnal d.eri ved fran. SYUC 7 5 
SEP ',(2 is again reversed in phase end must ba corrected. 
For this purpose, the signal is divided between two ampli-
fiers. One of these amplifiers foods into a differentia-
tor circuit to select the pulses for synchronizing tr~ 
horizontal sweep generator. · The other feeds into an 
integrator circuit to select the pulses for synchronizing 
the vertical nweep generator. A block schematic of the 
arrangemont is shown in Fig. 75. 

B. Reproduction and DC Be1nsert1on. 

1. As indicated in Fig. ?51 the composite video signal is 
applied to the aynchronizi~ circuits and also, indirectly 
to the control grid of tho picture tube. In the example 
here assumed, it will bo recalled that the output of the 
transmitting termir.al has such polarity that the b:llmking 
pedestals, i.e., tho black level, Are positive (IV A 15) •• 
Consequently, increasing voltaae in a negative direction 
correaponds to increasing brightness. However, as shown 
in II J 7 and IV A 9, the picture tube response is in the 
oppoRito direction. Therefore 1 an amplifier or an cdd 
number of amplifiers must be interposed before the pict~ 
tube to effect the necessary phase correction. 

2. If the phase of the input video si~l were the opposite 
of that assumed, amplifiers would not be necessary for 
phase ~orrection for the picture tube, but such correction 
would thor. be necessary in the synchronizing amplifier 
chain. However, one or more amplifiers are ah•a.ys used 
1n the picture tube circuit because of the gA.in or con
trast control thus provided (TV A 20) • 

3. With the sweep. voltages properly synchronized, a video 
aigr.al of the proper phase applied to the control grid of 
the picture tube I and the necessary StatiC Operating VOlt
ageS applied to the pictt~o tube, it still remaino to re
store the DC component of the picture signal so that the 
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background brightness ~ the scene is correctly repro
duced. Correct reinsertion o'£ the DC component will 
make the blanking pedestals correspond to zero volts and 
produce the least brishtness 1 or black 1 an the picture 
tube screen. Alao1 the sync pulses will then be negative 
in polarity and consequently the scanning beam will be cut 
off during the fly-back intervals. The lines scannod dur
ing these 1ntervals 1 or "acannin3 raster" 1 as they are 
called, will1 therefore, not be visible. 

4. Basically 1 the problalll of reinserting the OC component of the 
video signal is essentially the same as the separation of the 
synchronizing signal, and several types of. circuits :may'be 
employed. The sim.pleet and most cam:non DC restorer circuit 
is 11lJn.ost identical with that o'£ the sync separator pre
viously described (VA 5). 

Figure 

5. The circuit of a ccmbined video smpli:fier and OC restorer 76 
is shown in Fig. 76. A• in the sync separator, the ccm-
posite video signal 18 applied v1th such polarity t~At the 
blanking pedestals aJ'Jl 87l'lO pulses are positive• This, o1' 
course, is the wrons polarity for operating tho picture 
tube, but the video amplifier makes the necessary phase 
correction. Also, as in the sync separator, the gird of 
the amplifier is coupled to the signal tlu .. ough the conden-
ser C and grid leak resistor .R 1 and the griti 1 being driven 
positive by the blanking pedestals and sync puleos, acquires 
a neeJ!ltive chargo or bias that varies with the height of the 
blanking pedestals. -However, ·in this case the grid leak 
resistance is smaller in value, so the developed grid bias 
is not so groat. Furthermore 1 the operating plate voltage 
is very much larger, so that the developed grid bias can 
never cause cut-off of the plate current and consequent 
clipping of the signal. 

6. The AC video signal and the developed grid bias add to- 77 
gether to constitute the total voltage actins on the grid 
of the amplifier tube. This. total voltage is shown in 
Fig. 77(a). In the Process of being amplified, the voltage 
is reversed in phase and appears across the load resistor 
RL as shown in Fig. 77( c). Fig 77(b) shows the inter
mediate action occurring within the video amplifier tube. 
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7. The signal voltage across RL is 1 of' course 1 an AC volt
age due to the AC video signal plus a varyins amount of' 
DC voltage due to the developed grid bias. It will be 
observed that the AC ccmponent is in the correct phase 
for reproducins the contrast information and that the 
DC can.ponent is in the correct phase for reproducing the 
average brightness of the televised scene. Thus, the de
sired DC ccmponent ia roetored to the picture tube signal 
as a consequence of the blankinB pedestals. 

8. Tho total signal voltage across Rr, is applied to the 
picture tube 1 since the coupling is direct. The potenti
aneter marked "Brightness Control" a.i'fords a means of' 
set tins the black level of the reproduced picture by 1 ts 
control of' the net grid bias of' the picture tube itsolf. 

9. The DC restorer described above has two obJectionable 
features; if the amplifier tube pr its plate supply should 
fail, the picture tube control grid bias becanes very small 
or slightly positive, Cl4 the scanning beam current may, 
therefore, became so gre&t as to cause damago to the 
fluorescent screen; and, in the absence of' a vidoo signal, 
no grid bias is developed for the amplifier tube, so that 
the amplifier plate current may be excessive. 

10. A DC restorer which avoids these drawbacks is shewn in 
Fig. 7 8. Here, the amplifier tube acts simply as an 
amplifier, and a separate diode rectifier develops the 
DC component as required. 

Fiaure 

77 

78 

11. The polarity of the input video signal is the same as 79 
in the preceding type of ck'cuit, namely, inverse to 
that required for operation of the picture tube. If tho 
diode were not present, only the amplified AC video 
signal would exist betweon picture tube grid and ground, 
because coupling is through the condenser C1. The polar-
ity of the amplified signal woul:d be co1·rect, its phase 
having been inverted in passing ~hrough the amplifier. 
The amplified AC video signal is shown in Fig. 79(a). The 
condenser C2 receives that portion of the AC voltase which 
appears across R2. 

12. 'When the diode is present 1 however, it conducts curront and 
acts as a short circuit across C2 when the instantaneous AC 
voltage is negative. Consequently, c2 acquires a charse 
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only when the instantaneous AC voltage ia positive. Cz 
('.an discharge only through Rz 1 which is a larse value of 
rosiatance 1 so that the discmq-ge is eanpa.rat:i.vely slow. 
As a result, the voltage across R2 is a DC voltage .which 
varies with and o.ppraxilDatee the positive :peaks of the 
AC video sigoal, as shown tr. Fis. 79(a). 

13. The total sisnal voltage acting em the grid of the picture 
tube is therefore the 8\dll ot the AC video signal and the 
DC volto.ge developed by the diode, as in Fig. 79(b). Thus 
tho DC ccmponont proportional to the blanking pedestals is 
roatcrod to the picture sisnal. The "Brightness" control, 
as :before, permits adjusting the black level on the picture 
tube. 

c. Block Diaeeam of ReceivinG Terminal. 

1. The block diagram of Fig. 75 'JJJJ5;1' nov be completed to in
clude the re restorer, as shown in Fig. 80. 

2. It will be Observed that aevora~ controls are shown, in 
addition to the contrast 8.J14 bris;htness controls, as 
.follows: 

a. Gain Control: Pormits adjustment of received 
sianal level. 

b. Vertical and Horizontal Hold: RegulAte the amount 
of s.ynchraniztng voltase applied to the respective 
sweep oscillators {II B 4 etc.). If tho amplitude 
of the synchronizing voltage is too great, the 
sweop voltage dBlivered by the oscil.lator TJJB::J' be 
distorted. If too small, the oscillAtor l-till not 
EJYnchranize. The controls permit :necessary adjust• 
ments. 

c. Vertical and B'orizontal Linearity: Where the sweep 
circuits ~plqy magnotic deflection coils and a 
serrated saw-tooth voltage wave is ganerated by 
means of a peaking resistor in series with tho 
charging capacitor, the peakinG resistor is made 
variable to permit adjustment to tho best val~ for 
linear deflecticn. 

-• 
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d. Height, lfidth: The qpl1tude ot 'the sweep 
voltage determines the distance of scanni%18 
beam travel on the screen and tlula determ.inee 
the correapond1118 d1mons1cn of thG reproduced 
picture. These controls rosulato the amounts 
of m{eep voltaee 1n their respective circuits. 

3. In practical cases, other controls mA:1 be provided, such 
as a control for tho oynchroniz1ng circuit input voltage, 
adjustments !or centering tho scanning beam, etc. 1 and 
scmo of the controls shewn JDBY bo emitted. l1hon electro
static deflection is uned 1n the piet~ tube 1 for example, 
linearity controls ere senerally omitted. 

Fit)Ure 
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